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Glossary

Contact Directories – Multiple directories on a 
smartphone wherein each directory contains 
shared list of contacts across multiple devices.

Crypto KYC – Cryptographically provable KYC 
process.

dIAM – Decentralized Identity and Access 
Management goal is to ensure that no single 
third-party can compromise the integrity and 
security of the system as whole.

DID - Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) are a new 
type of identifier intended for verifiable digital 
identity that is "self-sovereign" requiring a 
decentralized public key infrastructure (DPKI).

dLDAP – Decentralized Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol is proposed LDAP service 
based on distributed database of MSISDNs and 
crowd consensus based contact directories.

DPKI – Decentralized Public Key Infrastructure 
that is able to preserve the integrity of identifi-
ers by protecting organizations or individuals 
from private key loss or 
compromise.

GUID – Globally Unique Identifier used for 
addressing any object in digital space. 

IAM – Identity and Access Management is, in 
computer security, the security and business 
discipline that "enables the right individuals to 
access the right resources at the right times 
and for the right reasons."

Identity Hub – A secure and encrypted data 
store containing information related to an 
identity. The data store is uniquely addressable 
using a DID and syncs with other hubs.

KYC – Know you customer, a regulated process 
where in the identity of the customer is verified 
and the person is authenticated using either 
biometric match or knowledge based authenti-
cation. Typically requiring date of birth and 
address proof within last 3 months.

KYCC – Know you customer’s customer, a 
regulatory requirement for high-risk transac-
tions requiring enhanced due diligence.

LDAP - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
is a directory service protocol that runs on a 
layer above the TCP/IP stack. It provides a 
mechanism used to connect to, search, and 
modify 
Internet directories. The LDAP directory service 
is based on a client-server model.

MFA – Multi-factor authentication is a method 
of computer access control in which a user is 
granted access only after successfully present-
ing several separate pieces of evidence to an 
authentication mechanism.

MSISDN – Mobile Station International 
Subscriber Directory Number is a number used 
to identify a mobile phone number internation-
ally. MSISDN is defined by the E.164 numbering 
plan.

OIDC – OpenID Connect is an authentication 
layer on top of OAuth 2.0, an authorization 
framework. The standard is controlled by the 
OpenID Foundation.

PGP – Pretty good Privacy - an early public key 
application, defining the first public key
infrastructure to be widely deployed.

PKI – Public Key Infrastructure is used to 
digitally sign documents transactions, and 
software to prove the source as well as the 
integrity of those materials.

Proof-of-life – Proof of existence of the real 
person behind the digital identity through 
confirmation from other socially associated 
mobile devices based on live human interac-
tion as strong authentication.

SPKI – Simple Public Key Infrastructure

SSL Certificate - are small data files that 
digitally bind a cryptographic key to an organi-
zation's details. When installed on a web server, 
it activates the padlock and the https protocol 
and allows secure connections from a web 
server to a browser.
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The DiroToken will have a fixed maximum supply 
of 10 billion (Ten Billion) DiroTokens. This will be 
non-inflationary and no additional amount will 
ever be released. These will be broadly classified as 
following:

- 7 billion DiroTokens will be released through our 
unique Crowd-Mining algorithm as rewards for 
first 500 million early adopters of the platform,

- 3 billion Pre-mined DiroTokens that will be 
distributed to key stakeholders, as per chart given:

Each group being allocated pre-mined tokens is critical for Diro’s network’s creation, development, 
growth, and maintenance:

41% to TGE Investors 

Each group being allocated pre-mined tokens is 
critical for Diro’s network’s creation, development, 
growth, and maintenance

23% to Diro Team & Advisors

Diro Team members and Advisors shall be allocat-
ed additional 625 million DiroTokens for making 
contributions to the Diro Network. DiroTokens 
issued to Advisors shall vest on a monthly basis 
over a period of one year from the date of each 
Advisors joining our team. Team Member equity 
shall vest on a 6 monthly basis over a period of 2 
years from the date of TGE completion.

2% to Bounty   
 
60 million DiroTokens shall be allocated for bounty 
programme & community initiatives to reward 
developers, entrepreneurs & members to get the 
community going.
 

24% to Existing Investors
 
Prior to current investment in TGE,  Diro team had 
previously raised investments from institutional & 
angel investors. We have allocated equivalent 
DiroTokens to compensate early investors for their 
early contribution in product & software develop-
ment. Shareholding of team members & advisors 
that has been already vested as a part of previous 
agreements has also been included in this pool.

10% to Foundation  
 
A total of 300 million DiroTokens will be set aside 
and handled by the Diro Foundation for manage-
ment of future expenses for the network and 
issuing ESOP to new full time team members.

1. DiroToken Allocation

We aim to make DiroToken valuable in the 
long-term and we want to attract investors 
similarly interested in long-term value creation 
and growth.

We are vesting the DiroTokens of Diro Team 
members & Advisors to create long-term 
alignment with the project. More than 1 billion 
DiroTokens of the 3 billion pre-mined DiroTokens 
shall be vested over a period of 1 to 2 years. 

The vesting schedule for each participating group 
is as follows:

1.1 Vesting
Cliff

(year)

Diro Team 1

1

0

0

0

0

2

2

1

0

0

0

Advisors

Existing 

TGE Investors

Crowd-Mining 

Foundation

Linear Monthly Vesting
(Years including Cliff)



Token Sale Detail

Fund drawdown
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Diro Foundation requires significant funding to develop, launch, and grow the DiroToken network. We 
must develop all the software required: the mining software, the client software, user interfaces and 
apps, network infrastructure and monitoring, software that third-party wallets and exchanges need to 
support DiroToken, integrations with contact directory protocols, tooling for web applications and 
dApps to use DiroToken, and much more. We must deploy the network, facilitate its growth to large 
scale, market to and onboard miners and clients, bring key partners into the ecosystem, and much 
more.

We primarily seek strategic investors who have something high-value and unique to offer to 
DiroTokens. We also wish to reach as broad of an investor base as we can; we want people and organi-
zations from countries all over the world, who work in many different kinds of industries. We want our 
investors to represent many different groups so that Dirocoin can quickly come to serve those users 
and spread across these networks. We want investors who add value, investors who will work with and 
for the network. We are unfortunately legally restricted to involve only accredited investors (world-wide 
investors accredited to US standards or similar (see governance document). In order to secure their 
long-term commitment and alignment, they will be vested for a period of 5 years.

All funds received in the TGE will be locked in an escrow and released as per milestones met.

Milestone 01

The soft cap amount of $4 million will be 
released after completion of the TGE and the 
funds will be utilised towards development of
 the MVP of the platform. The MVP will include 
instant legal identities; wallet with functional 
crowd-mining & hard social identities with Diro 
Identity Score indicator. Sandbox testing of the 
product will be over & live testing on users will 
be underway. If Milestone 1 is not reached, then 
the remaining amount of funds contributed by 
the participants will be liquidated on a pro rata 
basis (on the basis of DiroTokens held). 

Milestone 02

In the event Milestone 01 is met, 50% of the 
balance amount will be released for onboarding 
users on the platform and further development of 
the platform. The Company shall complete 
verification of 1,000,000 identities using our instant 
legal identities feature across various 
crypto-exchanges & BFSI companies. 

If Milestone 2 is not reached, then the remaining 
amount of funds contributed by the participants 
will be liquidated on a pro rata basis (on the basis of 
DiroTokens held). On successful achievement of 
milestone 2 balance funds will be released that will 
be further used to onboard more users on the 
platform.

- Instrument:  DiroToken Smart Contract 
- Fixed Price: 1 DiroToken = $0.05 with bonus
- Accepting: BTC, ETH, USD only
- Sale Cap: 1,240,000,000  DiroTokens (Max Supply of 10 billion DiroTokens)
- Unsold tokens are being distributed amoungst TGE investors
- DiroToken structured out of Switzerland
- All DiroTokens to be issued post meeting KYC/AML Norms. Please review Governance & 
  Security document for more details
- Listing Market Cap to start at $5 million (Soft Cap) as tokens unsold during TGE will be 
  distributed amongst TGE investors only.

2. DiroToken Sale



The PoI Rewards can be earned in 2 ways:

1. Assured Rewards 
2. Initiative Rewards 
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In order to create a reward mechanism that fairly distributes ownership and aligns the 
incentives of all parties (users, developers & investors), the platform has:

DiroTokens – Tradeable, ERC20
Diro Rewards – Rewards for early adopters that automatically convert to DiroTokens

Genesis of DiroTokens happens on the completion of the DiroToken Generation Event. These are utility 
tokens that will be used for transactions on the platform. They will also be listed on crypto-exchanges 
for additional sale/purchase. 

30% of DiroTokens (3 billion out of 10 billion) are pre-mined and issued to key stakeholders like team 
members, management, TGE Investors, prior investors & Foundation. Balance, 70% of DiroTokens 
(7 billion out of total 10 billion) are reserved as rewards to its early adopters for adding value to the 
platform by engaging and building the Diro community. These early adopters get Diro Rewards and 
get converted into DiroTokens over a period of time automatically. 

3. Diro Tokenomics

3.1 DiroToken

On Diro, we put you at the center and organize all the contacts in your life into neat groups, just as they 
occur naturally. Once mapped, the core groups such as Co-workers, Family, School-mates & 
College-mates  provide the context to create a hard social identity of each user.

But for the Diro platform to unlock its value, it needs users to initially contribute to the community to 
solve the chicken and egg problem. These early users who add value (Proof-of-Identity) will be 
incentivized with Diro Rewards. Fully vested Diro Rewards are automatically converted to DiroTokens 
based on an algorithm (discussed in 10.3) 

As each user joins the Diro network, they validate 
their presence by first verifying their data, and 
then their connections via shared directories 
(“Phonebooks”). The user’s social identity emerges 
as members of the shared phonebook provide 
automatic consensus-based validation. 

Phonebooks, for PoI purposes, have beenrestricted 
to 4 defined categories, as your connection with 
these members exists over a prolonged 
period-of-time, and holds significance in validating 
the truthfulness of your identity and thereby 
weeding out false & duplicate ones. A hard social 
Identity emerges for the very first time.  

Coworkers: It would be all the employees in your 
current company. In case of large organizations, it 
could be the employees working in your location 
(premises/city/country etc.)  

Family: A married person can be part of different 
Family groups: father’s side, mother’s side, or step 
families.  
 
School: Your mates who went to school and 
graduated with you. Can be multiple if you 
attended multiple schools.  

College: Your mates who went to college and 
graduated with you. Can be multiple for 
under-graduate & post-graduate courses. 

3.2 Diro Rewards

3.2.1 Proof-of-Identity (PoI)
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Every user on signup can earn a minimum assured 10 Diro Rewards. Each user will earn:

- 5 Diro Rewards for validating themselves as authentic members of the Phonebooks. One  
   Diro Reward for validating one Phonebook. 

- 5 Diro Rewards for tagging a Profile Card to the  Phonebook. 1 Diro Reward for every Phone
   book that is tagged. 

3.2.1.1 Assured Rewards: for validating your connections
and sharing your Profile Cards

Each user can additionally earn 1 Diro Reward for each validated member added to a qualifying 
Phonebook.  

For example, User John signs up on Diro and see’s that the School Phonebook doesn’t exist for him. 
He starts one by creating a new phonebook named “Riverdale High ‘96” where the year ’96 denotes 
the graduation year of his class. He categorizes this phonebook as “School” so that it qualifies for the 
Reward (Only School, College, Coworkers & Family are eligible phonebooks for earning rewards). He 
now starts adding his friends from his contact list who went to school with him. Each member 
added by John to the phonebook will be notified by SMS. Say Rob gets the SMS, he downloads the 
Diro app, signs up and validates that he belongs to the “Riverdale High ‘96” directory, then John will 
earn one Diro Reward.             

Hence, each user can potentially earn 15-20x of the assured rewards by initiating the formation of 
the Phonebooks and adding the members who rightfully belong to them.

3.2.1.2 Initiative Rewards: for uncovering the mobile phone
network and building the community 

Bad actors who try to spam the network by making useless phonebooks will be penalized in tiers

Tier 1: Warning by banning the user from making new phonebooks /adding new members for a 
limited period of time

Tier 2: Enforcing fines from already earned rewards

Tier 3: Eventually permanently banning user from making new phonebooks / adding new members  

3.2.2 Protection from Spam / Gaming of the network

For earning assured rewards, each user is the final authority for validating the reward, subject to the 
phonebook bein validated. The user just needs to validate himself as part of a requisite phonebook 
and then tag his/her profile card.

The phonebook, if genuine, will eventually get validated automatically as more members get added.  
The same works for initiative rewards. 

A phonebook may not get validated in certain circumstances. Some reasons are listed below and 
not exhaustive. 

- Too many added members report the phonebook as spam

- Duplicate phonebook created by user in different category but having same members

- Duplicate phonebook found on network and discovered later. Both will eventually be merged   
   and epoch-stamp will determine which member will earn the initiative reward.

3.2.3 Validation of Diro Rewards
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The validated Diro Rewards will be automatically converted to DiroTokens after 3 months (the 
vesting period). The vesting period can be accelerated by making Diro your default dialer app and 
using it daily.  

3.2.4 Vesting of Diro Rewards

The Diro Rewards will automatically convert to DiroTokens on getting fully vested.   

The rate at which the Diro Rewards are converted to DiroTokens decreases as more members join 
until ~ 500 million users are reached and a total of 7 billion Diro Tokens have been distributed. 

The prevailing conversion rate will be displayed in your wallet at any given time. An indicative value 
of the converted DiroTokens will also be displayed based on current valuation of DiroTokens on 
public crypto-exchanges.  

3.3 Automatic Conversion of Diro Rewards to DiroTokens

The tokens can be used for the following services:

- Remote KYC/CDD/EDD (Original Crypto-documents + DIS)

- Seamless Group-Access to Apps (Diro Developer Store  - Attendance, Menu, etc)

-  Cloud LDAP (user directories)

- Advance Directory Features (Copy-Protection, Custom fields) 

Shared
Phonebooks

Diro 
Developer Store

Cloud LDAP - Single 
Sign On

3.4 Utility of DiroTokens
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- Electronic Original documents captured at  
   source with cryptography

- Eliminates fake identities & document fraud

- Users can also use  prepaid referral codes for 
   submitting documents

- API for retrieving  Diro Identity Score for mobile 
numbers or wallet IDs (Green, Yellow, Red)  

 - Diro users can download thin-apps from the Diro Developer Store directly inside     
   any phonebook giving instant access to all members

- Attendance & Menu App in Coworkers phonebook etc.

- Payment 

- Pricing (Set by Developers of the objects)

- Super easy interface using contact directories for LDAP, MFA, SSO & 
   Lifecycle management

- Significant cost-saving of IT resources

- $1 or 1 Dirotoken per user per month. Competitors pricing $3 per user on average.    

- Crypto-bank wants to do KYC/AML of pro
   spective wallet client. Crypto-bank pays $1 or 
   1 DiroToken to generate referral code and 
   shares with prospective client

- For a user or an organization, it will cost $1 or 1   
  DiroToken per verification (same cost for    
  first time or reuse) or 0.05% of max balance in     
  previous year - whichever is higher.

- Client updates wallet with required 
   crypto-documents

- Crypto-bank instantly gets Original Crypto 
   documents + Diro Identity Score (Green,Yellow, 
   Red) and the client is instantly & automatically   
   verified  

Use Cases3.4.1 Remote KYC/CDD/EDD

3.4.2 Seamless Group-Access to Apps (Diro Developer Store - Attendance, Menu, 
etc)

3.4.3 Cloud LDAP (User Directories)

- Disruptive solution for large-sized Shareable Contact Directories with Enterprise 
   level features

- Existing solutions are focused on enterprises and require expensive IT resources.  
   Diro solution can be deployed/managed by a junior-level executive

- Will make printing of member directories by Networking Associations, Chambers of 
   Commerce, NGO’s etc. redundant

- Owner of the contact directory will have to pay monthly fee based on number of 
   users for securing the contact book (copy-protection)

- $40 or 40 DiroTokens / month for every 1000 contacts  

3.4.4 Advance Directory Features (Copy-protection, Custom fields) 
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